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INDUSTRY ADVOCACY GROUP GAINS NEW MEMBER 

Kleenheat has joined the industry association representing non-government electricity industry companies in 
Western Australia. The WA Independent Power Association is focused on advocating for reforms to the WA 
electricity market which will boost competition, put downward pressure on prices for consumers and reduce the 
level of government ownership and control in the market. 

WA IPA Chairman Richard Harris welcomed Kleenheat’s decision to join other power companies lobbying for a better 
and more cost efficient power system for Western Australians. 

“The State Government is in the process of developing policy reforms for the power sector. It is important that they 
get those reforms right and competition in the market is able to grow. Competition is the only way to put downward 
pressure on prices for consumers and offer them real choice. 

“The Government is in a difficult position in that it owns the dominant operator in the market – Synergy. With every 
reform considered, the Government needs to weigh up whether the policy will force Synergy to work harder for 
returns and potentially lose market share; or whether the policy will protect its asset at the cost of private operators, 
consumers and a competitive market. 

“Given this dynamic, it is important non-government, private sector power companies actively work together to 
ensure everyone involved in the reform process is aware of the industry’s needs and ensure pro-competition policies 
are developed and implemented. 

“Private sector investors and participants should have a real say in the development of the reforms to ensure there is 
acceptance of the process and outcomes.  

“We are very pleased Kleenheat has joined the WA IPA, adding its weight to the voices of APA Group, Collgar Wind 
Farm, ERM Power, Infigen Energy and EnerNOC.” 

Kleenheat retails electricity in Western Australia to eligible business customers who use more than 50 megawatt 
hours, or 50,000 units per year of electricity and are connected to the electricity network. 

About the WA IPA 

The WA Independent Power Association represents independent power companies, each of whom supplies 
electricity to the WA market. Members are: APA Group, Collgar Wind Farm, ERM Power, Infigen Energy, EnerNOC 
and Kleenheat. 

The purpose of the WA IPA is to provide a united voice and represent the interests of independent power generators 
and retailers operating in Western Australia.  The WA IPA advocates for the continuation and further development of 
an open and competitive electricity market in Western Australia. 

Website: www.waipa.com.au 
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The WA IPA calls for the following key reforms and principles to be implemented as part 
of electricity market reforms 

Given the Government has decided not to split Synergy, the following two principles should occur as a matter for 
priority: 

o Synergy’s generation fleet should be made to bid by facilities rather than as one portfolio. This would 
enable government owned plant that is inefficient to be identified. Uneconomic plant should be retired; 
and 

o There should be greater transparency of Synergy’s operations between the residential/small scale customer 
market (known as the non-contestable market) (in which they don’t face competition) and the 
commercial/industrial customer market (known as the contestable market) (in which they do compete). 
This would enable any cross subsidies to be identified and eliminated.  

The following key reforms are in-line with the reforms outlined by the Minister for Energy in March 2015: 

• Tariffs should continue the path to cost reflectivity; 
• The retail electricity market should be opened up to Full Retail Contestability (FRC); 
• The capacity mechanism should be retained but made more responsive to supply and demand; 
• A separate decision-making body for Market Rules should be established, with independent representation. This 

will remove any perceived conflict of interest in rulemaking. Currently the body that operates the market also 
makes the rules;  

• The transfer of operation of the WA electricity market to the Australian Energy Market Operator is supported; 
• Regulation of the networks should be transferred to the Australian Energy Regulator. This will achieve 

consistency of regulation across Australia and therefore support the development of private power industry 
operators in WA; 

• Move to a constrained access model for networks that allows a level playing field for all power producers 
(government and privately owned) to make decisions about when and where they add additional loads and 
generators to the system. The current system, under which private operators must apply to Western Power to 
add capacity is very lengthy, bureaucratic and costly. Synergy doesn’t require such approval from Western Power 
for its power stations;  

• System management and the market operator should be merged to streamline the functional operation of the 
electricity system, and to help balance the concerns of network operations against other system management 
priorities. This would mean the operation of the electricity network is more attuned with the needs of the 
private electricity producers and doesn’t favour Synergy; and 

• Require Synergy, which controls 80 per cent of the energy in the market, to make available competitively priced 
wholesale electricity to private sector retailers prior to the move to FRC. This would reduce Synergy’s dominance 
in the wholesale market and eventually the retail market following FRC. It would also ensure ‘effective’ 
competition in the electricity retail market prior to removal of the gas market moratorium. 

Implementing the above reforms and principles would result in increased competition in the electricity market and 
reduced barriers to entry to the sector – for the ultimate benefit of power consumers via increased choice and 
downward pressure on prices. 

The reforms should build on the market established in 2006 to enhance competition, put downward pressure on 
prices and reduce government involvement in the sector. Investments made in the market since 2006 should be 
considered and reforms should only minimally disrupt business as usual market operations. 

These reforms are broadly in line with the vast majority of submissions to the Government’s Electricity Market 
Review (phase 1) in 2014. 

 


